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Supports two types of value passing: -long option Supports short options Supports -long
and -short options Can handle integer, floating point and string arguments Option for
appending values with the command line, works for integers, floats and strings Can
handle both --long and --short options Can handle long, long, long, short, short, short or
no options at all Supports escaping of the single quote characters, the double quote
characters, and the backslash character Allows for the user to use either single or
double quotes when they write the value for the argument Allows for the user to specify
multiple values for a single argument in the order they like Supports the short and long
option styles as well as the long and short option styles Supports multiple versions
of.NET Framework, both 2.0 and 4.0 Supports the Mono version of.NET Framework
Supports the 64bit and 32bit architecture Supports the x86 and x64 architecture
Supports VB6, C# and Visual Basic projects Supports Windows, Linux and Mac OS X
platforms Supports Visual Studio 2005, 2008, 2010, 2012 and 2013 Supports Visual
Studio 2005 and higher versions Supports Mono 4.0 and higher versions Supports
Mono 3.2 and higher versions Supports Mono 2.8 and higher versions Supports Mono
2.6 and higher versions Supports Mono 2.4 and higher versions Supports Mono 2.2 and
higher versions Supports Mono 2.0 and higher versions Supports Mono 1.2 and higher
versions Supports Mono 1.0 and higher versions Supports Mono 1.0 and higher
versions of.NET Framework Supports Mono 1.0 and higher versions of.NET
Framework 2.0 Supports Mono 1.0 and higher versions of.NET Framework 2.0
Supports Mono 1.0 and higher versions of.NET Framework 3.5 Supports Mono 1.0 and
higher versions of.NET Framework 3.5 Supports Mono 1.0 and higher versions of.NET
Framework 3.0 Supports Mono 1.0 and higher versions of.NET Framework 3.0
Supports Mono 1.0 and higher versions of.NET Framework 2.0 Supports Mono 1.0 and
higher versions of.NET Framework 2.0 Supports Mono 1.0 and higher versions of.NET
Framework 1.0
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This package is the simplest form of argument parser in.NET and allows to parse
options and arguments from the command line. It works with the windows console
application and supports "long" and "short" options. The parser is very simple and easy
to use: 1) create an instance of Argopt and then populate it with the data; 2) call
"Parse()" method to process the data; The "Parse()" method returns an instance of the
parsed class that you can use to access the parsed information. Example: void Main() {
Argopt.Argopt argopt = new Argopt.Argopt("fgh", "lmn", "pqr", "45.56", "9.8"); int i =
argopt.Parse("-fgh -lmn -pqr 45.56 9.8"); Console.WriteLine(i); // will print 123 }

What's New In Argopt?

argopt - is a set of command line arguments parsing library for.NET. Argopt is a.NET
command line argument parsing library, very easy to use and understand. It is part of
the argopt project. It is a command line argument parsing library. It is a very easy to
use, elegant and powerful tool for parsing the command line arguments of applications.
Dependencies: Option types. Argon / argopt project. Argopt is a.NET command line
argument parsing library. It can be used to parse command line arguments of
applications. It is based on the popular System.Console. Description: Argopt is a
command line arguments parser for.NET and is an open source project that will
hopefully be useful to developers out there. It features native support for int, long and
string values and works with command line arguments that have one or more spaces.
The package contains all the assemblies in a single archive that can be easily distributed
with.NET applications. The main classes are: Program. Argopt Argopt.Console
Argopt.Gui. Argopt Gui, the.NET application. Argopt - ArgumentParser (used by
argopt) Argopt - ArgumentParser - provides a class with the most frequently used
methods. Description: Implemented by Argopt - ArgumentParser - it represents an
active option which has a value. It provides a set of methods to manipulate the active
option. Some methods are designed to work with the following types of values: UInt16
UInt32 UInt64 String Int16 Int32 Int64 Long Bool ( Argopt - ArgumentParser )
Description: Argopt - ArgumentParser - provides a class with the most frequently used
methods. Description: Argopt - ArgumentParser - provides a class with the most
frequently used methods. Description: Command line arguments. Argopt -
CommandLine - provides a set of classes that enables you to work with command line
arguments. It can be used to parse the command line arguments of applications.
Description: As for the type of the arguments you can get all the argument types using
the GetArgumentTypes method. The argument types are represented by the type
constants from the Enum and System. Enum is defined in the Enum.cs file.
Description: Argopt - ArgumentParser - provides a class with the most frequently used
methods. Description: Argopt - ArgumentParser - provides a class with the most
frequently used methods. Description: Argopt - ArgumentParser - provides a class with
the most frequently used methods. Description: Argopt - ArgumentParser - provides a
class with the most frequently used methods. Description: Arg
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System Requirements:

(Note: This is a beta and these requirements may change over time.) OS: Windows 10
64-bit. Processor: 1.8 GHz multi-core processor. 2.0 GHz quad-core processor is
recommended. RAM: 4 GB. Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 770 or AMD R9 290 or better.
DirectX: Version 11. Hard Drive: 100 GB free hard disk space. Network: Broadband
Internet connection. Sound Card: DirectX 11-compatible sound card. Additional Notes:
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